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Abstract
Targeting advertisements to specific users based on their
browsing activity can be helpful for both users and adver-
tising networks, yet many users also find this practice un-
settling and privacy-invasive. Although a number of privacy
tools can help users control tracking, average users are
left utterly confused about online behavioral advertising
(OBA) even after using such tools. We are working to move
beyond existing tools, which alert users to tracking occur-
ring at the current moment, by designing and testing a tool
that takes a data-driven, personalized approach to privacy
awareness. We describe our work in progress designing a
browser extension that enables users to explore what infor-
mation third-party companies have tracked about them over
time, as well as what those companies may have inferred
about their interests from this data. We are currently explor-
ing the impact of presenting different abstractions and gran-
ularities of the information tracked, as well as evaluating
user reactions and concerns related to different methods of
making inferences and targeting ads.
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Introduction
In recent years, data-driven algorithms have begun to sup-
plant humans in making many important decisions and
classifications [17]. The processing capabilities of comput-
ers, along with the vast amount of data that can be easily
collected, enable these algorithms to find hitherto hidden
statistical correlations in data. As these algorithms make
decisions or classifications about humans, individuals are
often left completely unaware of why they were classified
under a certain label. That is, the algorithms’ decision-
making processes are often opaque and completely unin-
telligible to humans [6,9,20,21].

Vast amounts of personal data are commonly leveraged for
algorithmic decision making in the course of daily internet
usage, where users knowingly and unknowingly share huge
amounts of personal data. Much of this data is collected
automatically. Users’ web queries, the links they click on,
their geographic location while using electronic devices, and
other behavioral metrics are recorded. This “big data” is
fed into opaque inferencing algorithms that infer the user’s
demographics, preferences, and habits. These inferred at-
tributes eventually modify that user’s view of the web, in-
cluding their search results, the ads they see, and even the
prices they are quoted for products and services.

Many studies show that people say they are, to varying
degrees, uncomfortable with the collection and tracking
of their online activities [11, 13, 14, 19, 20, 24]. A number
of existing browser extensions (e.g., Ghostery [2], Light-
beam [3], and Privacy Badger [4]) help users control how
their data is tracked and used; however, these tools are not
well-understood [15]. There are many interrelated reasons
why users do not act more forcefully to prevent the collec-
tion of their behavioral data: because they appreciate the
benefits of a personalized web [6, 20]; because tools to

control tracking are so difficult and confusing to use [12];
because they do not believe they can prevent tracking [18];
and perhaps most importantly, because they simply do not
understand the frequency, mechanics, and potential conse-
quences of tracking [14,20,21].

To a limited extent, others have proposed and prototyped
tools to integrate a sum of a user’s behavioral information
into explanations of online tracking [1, 5, 7, 8, 16, 23]. How-
ever, several of these tools use aggregate, rather than per-
sonal, data. Other tools use static visualizations, textual
tables or complicated network graphs that are hard to inter-
pret. The efficacy of most of these tools has been sparsely
evaluated, though limited evaluations have found the tools
contribute minimally to users’ understanding of online track-
ing [15]. While we start from a similar premise, we will im-
prove on these efforts, building a tool that will allow us to
better understand how users respond to more information
about: (1) personalized, longitudinal history data, (2) infer-
encing data that estimates not just who is tracking a user,
but what items can be inferred about the user as a result,
and (3) interfaces that support user-guided questions to fur-
ther ensure our tools intuitively provide the information most
critical to users.

The Tool
Goal: Help users understand data collection and inferenc-
ing using their personal browsing histories.
Expected outcomes: A tool that helps casual users under-
stand web tracking.

The tool we are building will provide visualizations designed
to help users understand how their personal activities are
tracked around the web. Our tool will “track the tracking”
that occurs as an individual user browses the web, storing
which companies have tracked the user on what websites



Figure 1: Our current plugin provides an example of longitudinal
tracking on the current page.

(and when) in a local database on the user’s computer.
When the user encounters these third-party trackers in fu-
ture browsing, the tool will provide personalized, longitudi-
nal information about what trackers could know about the
user’s browsing history and inferences they could make re-
garding the user’s interests. We hypothesize that by basing
explanations of tracking around a user’s own, personal ex-
amples [10], we can mitigate the great difficulties end users
have understanding third-party online tracking [15,20].

Our current prototype, adapted from the Electronic Frontier
Foundation’s Privacy Badger add-on [4], collects informa-
tion about each page visit and the trackers on that page. A
popup in the toolbar displays information about a specific
tracker on the current page and a page visit on a different
domain where the tracker was also present (Figure 1).

We hypothesize that showing users our best guesses about
the inferences advertisers have made about their interests
will help users understand how their data is used, a critical
step in privacy awareness [22]. In fact, in initial pilot studies,
more than two-thirds of participants agreed that a plugin
showing the inferences companies had made about them
would be useful. In Figure 2, we show one mockup of how
inferences might be conveyed to users.

Inferences based on user browser activity are made as fol-
lows. We associate relevant Wikipedia articles to each of
Google’s ad interest categories. Then we use a modified
graph-based TextRank algorithm to extract key unigrams
(keywords) from the Wikipedia articles associated with each
interest category. When a user visits a web page, we com-
pare the words on the page to the keywords of each ad
interest category. The category with the most matching key-
words above a certain threshold is identified as the appro-
priate classification for the page. Through this comparison,
we aim to identify and show to users the sorts of inferences
that might be intuitive (e.g., browsing pages about Paris
leads to subsequent ads for Parisian hotels), as well as
some inferences that may not be intuitive.

Methodology
While we build the browser extension, we are also working
on a user study to measure the usefulness and educational
value of different possible UI designs through an online sur-
vey with two parts. In the first part, we show a number of
potential “hooks,” or attention-grabbing taglines, for the ex-
tension popup (Figure 1). We hope to gather information
about how mentioning specific pages (e.g. “DoubleClick
knows about your visits to ‘27 Best Things to Do in New
York City,’ ‘Buy Tickets | The Metropolitan Museum of Art,’
and ‘The Ultimate NYC Ice Cream Shop Bucket List.”’), or
mentioning long-term activity (e.g. “DoubleClick tracked
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Option 5

Based on your visits to the following pages, 
Dynamic Yield has likely concluded that you like 

'ice hockey' and 'vegetarian restaurants': 

Pittsburgh Penguins 2015 preview (espn.com) 

Hockey News 10/23/2015 (espn.com) 

Pittsburgh for Vegetarians (post-gazette.com)

Figure 2: In this mockup visualization, a user can see examples
of features tracking companies have inferred about them, along
with the source of each inference.

you on the 47 amazon.com pages you visited in the past 30
days”) changes users’ perceptions about trackers.

In the second part, participants see a browser window with
an ad that is relevant to their personal online shopping be-
haviors. Each user is given 11 explanations for why the ad
is being targeted to them, in a randomized order. We are
collecting quantitative data about which ad targeting meth-
ods users consider useful, which they are most comfortable
with, and how important they find transparency about ad
targeting. We will use the results from both parts of this
survey to inform our choices about what information and
inferences to prioritize in the extension display.

In the near future, we will run a field trial with our tracking
tool. We will evaluate the impact of this tool on real users
with real data, via a 75-participant, 2-week field trial. Par-
ticipants will complete an entry survey (over the internet)
assessing their prior knowledge of and attitudes toward in-
ferencing, and then install our plugin on their own computer.

Each will be assigned round-robin to one of several condi-
tions, designed to compare different modalities for learning
about tracking and inferencing. Potential conditions include:

1. Control condition: The participant will watch a short
video about tracking and inferencing at the beginning
of the study and use a plugin that provides a generic
informational pop-up about tracking.

2. Longitudinal tracking without inferencing: The plugin
will provide examples and visualizations of how each
third party connects the websites a participant has
visited previously.

3. Longitudinal tracking with inferencing: The plugin will
also estimate the interests an advertiser or data bro-
ker might have inferred based on the user’s browsing
history. The plugin will present information showing
these inferences.

After two weeks of using the specified plugin for everyday
browsing, participants will complete an exit survey measur-
ing changes in their knowledge of targeting and inferencing;
their attitude toward online tracking and advertising, includ-
ing their desire to block such tracking even if it reduces the
relevance of ads they receive; and perceptions of the plu-
gin’s utility. The plugin will also automatically collect infor-
mation about users’ interactions with the different interface
elements. To protect participants’ privacy, information col-
lected by the plugin will be aggregated and/or hashed as
appropriate; detailed browsing data will not be collected.
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